The Wilson Abstracts Advantage
Wilson Abstracts give you the advantage of meeting all of your patrons' periodical research needs at a fraction of the price of full-text resources. The five new databases—covering the areas of science, technology, art, the humanities, and social sciences—are modeled after Wilson's popular Readers' Guide Abstracts and Wilson Business Abstracts, and enhance access to information for all researchers.

Wilson Abstracts Are BETTER Abstracts
Written by professional abstractors, Wilson Abstracts are models of their kind. Each abstract averages 110 words in length and often contains all the needed information—including facts, figures, names of corporations, individuals, and key government agencies—making it unnecessary to locate the original article. The detailed abstracts help preserve your periodical collection and speed research. Even when a given article is not available in your library, you can count on Wilson Abstracts to accurately convey the content, tone, and scope of the original text—every time!

Wilson Abstracts Feature:
♦ Comprehensive indexing and abstracting
♦ Full, authoritative abstracts that speed research and often substitute for the original article
♦ Straightforward subject terms for one-stop searching
♦ Approximately ten years of coverage in each database.

WILSONDISC Features:
♦ Monthly disc updates for most databases
♦ Unlimited online access to the corresponding WILSONLINE database
♦ Generous networking policies for single and multiple institutions
♦ The privilege of keeping all discs
♦ Three WILSONDISC search modes that accommodate all users.

Take Advantage of this Special Offer
Call 800-367-6776 today for your 90-day Wilson Abstracts trial on WILSONDISC. Wilson Abstracts are also available online and on tape.

WILSON ABSTRACTS
Branching Out to Meet Your Growing Research Needs with Five NEW Wilson Abstract Databases
CD-ROMs

- security keylocks for public access areas
- expandable towers with the capacity to daisy chain
- networking solutions with Lotus CD/Netwoker software
- massive optical servers up to 64 CD-ROM drives
- single desktop CD-ROMs
- space-saving combined computer and CD-ROM unit
- multimedia CD-ROM units
- accessories
- CD-ROM discs
- reference libraries

Todd products use an Hitachi mechanism with the fastest access time available—under 300 msec.

When you buy a Todd product, it is with technical support. Our 800 number is available whenever you need assistance. Todd products are remarkably reliable and are warranted. Whether you are an expert in computer systems needing detailed specifications, or someone needing basic orientation to CD-ROMs... WE CAN HELP.
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For additional information, call... 800 445-TODD
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